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a view of all the serviceable horses, armour and furniture of
those chargeable before the end of the present month or some
short time after They shall supply all defects and wants, and a
certificate of the musters shall be sent up , which done the Lord
Warden shall enjoin everyone to keep their tenants so furnished
upon pain of forfeiture
$tbjunt    the fleet
After setting sail on the 1st, the fleet reached Dodman's Point
in Cornwall, but the wind scanting they were fain return again,
the greater ships into the Sound of Plymouth, and the lesser
into Cawsand Baj, lest any of the manners should return again
into Plymouth , but on the 3rd they set sail again and are gone
with a favourable wind
6thjunt.   superfluous alehouses
Many of the alehouses in London and the county of Middle-
sex that were suppressed some months since are again restored
so that the rogues and vagabonds, which the Provost Marshals
do by day drive from about the City, keep the fields and commit
pilfenes in the country in the night season, and then stealthily
return to the alehouses The Council again require the ale-
houses to be suppressed, and no strong drink to be used or made
in them
defence of the realm
Seeing that the army and ships under the Earl of Essex and
the Lord Admiral are to pass out of the Narrow Seas from the
coasts of England to the Spanish Seas, it may be doubted that
the enemy may make some particular attempts upon the coasts
The Lords Lieutenant of the counties by the sea are com-
manded to warn the inhabitants to put themselves in readiness,
with continuance of watchmgs of beacons     Certain bands both
of horsemen and footmen under meet conductors are to be
ready upon convenient warning to repair to places subject to
the danger of sudden landings     Furthermore, because there are
reports that in divers places near the sea coast some have shown
a disposition to withdraw inland, they shall be straitly warned
m no wise to depart or to diminish their families that may serve
for defence    If any shall attempt to do so they shall be warned
on their allegiance to return, otherwise they shall be not only
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